
The following are general guidelines used at Cub Scout 
Day Camp, but can be applied to other events.  These 

guidelines do not replace First Aid training and care for 
most injuires/illness should not be rendered without 

proper training.

FIRST AID INSTRUCTIONS



WILDERNESS MEDICINE & FIRST AID ON THE WEB

The American Heart Association, http://www.americanheart.org/

The American Red Cross http://www.redcross.org 

Center for Disease Control for information about infectious disease, immunizations, travel 
hazards. http://www.cdc.gov/

The Wilderness Medical Society, http://www.wms.org
Contains all of the back issues of their journal, Wilderness & Environmental Medicine, on 
line, information about membership in the society, and a schedule of conferences.

The Wilderness Medicine Institute, http://wmi.nols.edu
Contains current articles and archives by Buck Tilton concerning wilderness medicine. 
Also contains a schedule of up coming courses.

Information about the Good Samaritan laws and the use of Automatic External 
Defibrillators for the different states. http://lessstress.com/instructor/legal.htm

SOLO (Stoneheath Open Learning Opportunities) Established school for outdoor training 
including First Responder courses. http://www.soloschools.com/wfr/html

U.S. National Library of Medicine for general medical information. 
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/
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1.   ELEVATED TEMPERATURE:
A. Bed rest and observation for temperature up to 100.4 degrees orally.
B. Contact parent/guardian for temperature of 100.4 degrees orally and above.
C. Contact physician for temperature of 103.0 degrees or above, or if symptoms warrant.

2. ABRASIONS, SCRATCHES, CUTS:
A. Check for current tetanus (within 5 years)
B. Clean with soap and water
C. Apply appropriate dressing 
D. Apply sterile pressure dressing for severe cuts to control bleeding and contact 

physician.
E. Contact physician for deep puncture wounds and/or gaping wounds.

3. SPLINTERS:
A. Clean wound with soap and water.
B. Superficial splinters may be removed with sterile tweezers.
C. Apply appropriate dressing.
D. Deep splinters should be cleaned and dressed as needed and parent/guardian 

notified.

4. STRAINS, SPRAINS AND FRACTURES:
A. Strains: Apply ice, elevate, rest, return to activities as tolerated. 
B. Sprains: Apply ice, elevate, monitor swelling.

If pain and swelling are slight, apply ACE bandage and return to day’s activities as 
tolerated. Contact parent/guardian if swelling continues. Contact physician if 
fracture is suspected.

C. Fractures: Immobilize any suspected fracture, with the least amount of disturbance. 
Contact physician immediately.

5. BUMPS, BRUISES:
A. Apply ice.

6. FOREIGN BODY IN EYE:
A. Remove with a sterile cotton swab, if not on the cornea.
B. Apply patch and notify parent/guardian if not easily removed - or unable to remove.

7. NOSE BLEED:
A. Compress nostrils with thumb and forefinger against nasal septum while leaning head 

forward.

8.   POISON IVY, SUMAC, OAK
A. After exposure, wash with soap.

9. TICK BITE : SEE STATE OF CT. RECOMMENDATIONS (attached)
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10.   INSECT BITES, STINGS
A. Apply ice.
B. Remove stinger if accessible.

 

10A.  BEE STINGS FOR THOSE WITH SYSTEMIC REACTIONS
A. Contact physician immediately.
B. Monitor pulse and respiration.

11. HEAD INJURIES
A. Apply ice.
B. Monitor for unconsciousness, headache, nausea, dizziness vomiting, lethargy, 

pupillary size difference, nose bleed, or bleeding or clear fluid draining from nose or 
ears. Put child to bed, elevate head, keep warm and quiet and contact physician 
immediately, - AMBULANCE.

CAUTION: Do not move person with severe head, neck, or back injury until seen and by 
proper medical personnel.  Move only then by stretcher.

12. BURNS
A.  Minor - Apply cold water / cloth to area for 30 minutes.

Cover lightly with sterile dressing.
B.  Serious - Cover lightly with sterile dressing and contact physician.
C.  Acid Burn - Flush with copious amounts of running water. Contact physician.

13. SUNBURN
A. Apply cold cloth.
B. Encourage extra fluids.

14. SUNSTROKE
A. Apply ice to head and neck
B. Give cool, Clear liquids if patient is conscious. Take Temperature.
C.  Contact physician immediately - AMBULANCE

15. HEAT EXHAUSTION
A. Move patient to well-ventilated area and lie patient down.
B. Force clear liquids.
C. Contact physician.

16. BLISTERS
A. Clean with soap and water.
B. Apply Band-Aid, if necessary.
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17. SORE THROAT
A. Check temperature and condition of throat.
B. In absence of elevated temperature, gargle with Saline solution.
C. Notify parent/guardian.

18. RASH
A. Check character and extent of rash.
B. Note any other symptoms patient may have.
C. Isolate if symptoms warrant.
D. Contact physician as needed.

19. VOMITING AND STOMACH UPSET
A. Nothing by mouth for four hours.
B. Then advance to clear fluids in small amounts.
C.  Notify Parent/Guardian

20. DIARRHEA
A. Give Clear liquids only.
B. Contact parent/guardian.

21. Emergency Treatment Standing Orders.
In all cases, contact physician as soon as possible.
A. Snake Bite - poisonous snakes - Keep calm, loosen clothing. Call 911.
B. Poisoning: SEE 1998 STATE OF CT RECOMMENDATIONS (attached)
C. Exceptions: DO NOT induce vomiting if victim has swallowed:

1. Kerosene gasoline, lighter fluid, furniture polish, or other products containing 
petroleum distillates.

2.  Corrosive substances such as lye (drain cleaners), ammonia, or acid (toilet bowl 
cleaners.

22.     For Inhaled Poisons:
A.  Carry victim to fresh air immediately. DO NOT allow patient to walk. Loosen tight 

clothing keep quiet and warm.  Notify physician / 911.

23.     For Exposure to Poisons:
          A. Flush affected skin area immediately with running water.

B. Remove contaminated clothing.
C. Cleanse area with soap and warm water for oily poisons or those not rinsed well with 

plain water.

24.    For Eye Contamination:
A.  Flush the eyes for 10 minutes with gentle stream of water, keeping eyes open.
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25.    Hyperventilation:
          A.  Hold paper bag over victim’s mouth and nose until normal respiration returns.

FOR CONDITIONS NOT MENTIONED, CONTACT PHYSICIAN.

STATE RECOMMENDATIONS - HEALTH STANDARDS

1. ACUTE EMOTIONAL STATE
1. Calm scout, remove to quiet area, and assess.
2. If hyperventilating - have student breathe into paper bag or into cupped hands.
3. Notify parents/guardians and refer as appropriate.
4. If emotional state accelerates, notify 911.
5. Follow-up as indicated.

2. GENERALIZED ALLERGIC REACTION WITHOUT ANAPHYLAXIS
A. Assess child; rule out respiratory distress and symptoms of shock; obtain pertinent 

history/check record for previous history/medication orders. Examine for pertinent 
physical findings, vital signs.

B. If respiratory distress/symptoms or shock, follow orders for Anaphylactic Shock.
C. If generalized hives without respiratory distress/shock, contact parent immediately for 

further history. If child has a written medication order for generalized hives, follow the 
order.

D. If child does not have a physician's order, contact parent and ask parent to notify child's 
physician for immediate direction.  Discharge child to parent for immediate medical 
attention according to the direction of the physician (verify order), unless the reaction is 
progressing rapidly, CALL 911.

E. If generalized hives without Anaphylaxis and parent/child's physician cannot be reached 
within 15 minutes, CALL 911.

F. If child has a specific life threatening food allergy and has been exposed to the allergen, 
or if there is a suspicion of exposure, CALL911. Notify parent as soon as possible and 
refer to physician or discharge home as appropriate.

3. ANAPHYLACTIC SHOCK

                 ANAPHYLAXIS - Insect bite, drug allergy or food allergy.
1. Assess - if symptoms of shock or severe respiratory distress.
2. Call 911.
3. Monitor airway - give artificial respiration if indicated.
4. Other Measures:

a. Lay patient down flat, elevate feet 8-12 inches unless leg is site of 
insect bite.

     b.  If insect bite:
1. If bee sting, look for stinger and carefully SCRAPE OUT. DO NOT push, pull or 

squeeze with tweezers or further embed stinger.
2. Apply constricting band above insect bite if on arm or leg (between the bite 

and heart) DO NOT apply tightly - you should be able to slip index finger under 
band when in place. Remove after 10 minutes.

3. Cover-only enough to keep patient from losing body heat. DO NOT ADD 
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EXTRA HEAT* "If heat loss into ground is possible, put blanket under victim.

6. Monitor pulse, blood pressure, and respirations until 911arrives.
5. ASTHMA & WHEEZING

1. Stay with child at all times, check record.
2. Place student in comfortable sitting position.
3. Assess respiratory status: RR, P, retractions, color, auscultation for air movement and 

wheezing.
4. Encourage fluids (water).
5. Call 911 and notify the parent/guardian

a. Attempt to notify parent/guardian and depending on parent/guardian’s 
availability and proximity of child’s physician, may recommend that 
parent/guardian transport student immediately to the physician’s office. 
Physician’s office must be notified and be in agreement before student is 
released. If physician not available, have office page him/her.

6. If student responds, but does not clear, notify parent to seek medical 
advice/reassessment of student’s status and therapy.

7. Always notify parent/guardian if medication is given, including dose and time.

*Check with physician if order differs from this when medication first comes to school. 
Document standing order for each student. Second dose in 20 minutes not recommended for 
Ventolin Inhaler.

(If standing orders from physician are over one year, check to determine whether orders are still 
in effect. If physician says he/she is not responsible, insist that parent bring in new orders. 
Document all conversations.)

DENTAL EMERGENCIES

Loss of Tooth

1. Contact parent, request immediate visit to private dentist. Call dentist if parent/guardian not 
available.

2. Locate missing tooth, rinse in clean water.
3. Keep tooth moist in a cup of saline, milk or water and send with child to dentist. Place wet 

gauze in socket.
4. Note: Most success with reinsertion of tooth if dentist provides treatment within ½ hour. 

Almost no success after 2 ½ hours.

Chipped Tooth

1. Locate chipped piece of tooth if possible.
2. Place wet gauze around chipped tooth.
3. Keep chipped piece moist in saline, milk or water.
4. Call parent/advise immediate phone consultation with private dentist.
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Broken Braces

1. Using a clean pencil eraser, gently press broken wire down to prevent rubbing against gums.
2. If above does not prevent irritation, place small piece of dental wax (or gum) on broken wire 

(tooth must be dry for good adhesion)
3. Call parent – refer for care.

DRUG REACTION: Moderate (Prescription and OTC Medication):

1. Assess type and degree of rash, attempt to define drug or cause.
2. Notify parent/guardian to contact physician.
3. If parent not available, contact M.D.
4. If reaction continues or progresses – contact parent/guardian. See generalized allergic 

reaction/ or Anaphylaxis as indicated.

INGESTION OF POISONOUS SUBSTANCE: 

1. Call 911 if appropriate. Call parent/guardian.
2. Call Poison Control Center to determine nature/toxicity of substance and recommended 

interventions at 1–800-343-2722.
3. If 911 not indicated or while waiting for 911, attempt to get child’s physician; obtain 

physician’s order for medication/intervention by telephone and confirm.
4. If IPECAC is ordered, give as directed by physician.

REMOVAL OF A TICK:

1. Blunt curved forceps or tweezers should be used. (If fingers must be used, shield them with 
rubber gloves or paper towels, or tissues.)

2. Grasp the tick firmly with the forceps/tweezers as close to the skin as possible and pull 
upward with steady even pressure. DO NOT TWIST OR JERK the tick, as this may cause 
the mouth parts to break off leaving the hypstome and chelicerae with the cement collar.

3. Take care not to squeeze, crush or puncture the body of the tick as its fluids (saliva, 
hemolymph, gut contents) may contain infective agents.

4. DO NOT HANDLE the tick with bare hands.
5. After removing the tick, thoroughly disinfect the bite site by washing with betadine, or if 

betadine is contraindicated, wash with soap and water and alcohol.
6. Wash hands thoroughly with soap and water.
7. Put the tick in an envelope with a piece of damp cotton and bring it to the health department, 

in your town.
8. Inform parents of tick removal. Advise physician assessment if signs of local/general 

reactions of symptoms of illness occur in the next four weeks.
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